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Abstract 
This thesls presents evtensions to a \olume-based approach to automat~cally construct a 
solid from 2D vlews The extensions enable the volume-based approach to handle sectlonal 
vlews and views with entitles correspondmg to sweep with varying size of the profile 
None of the existing work In automatic reconstruction from 2D orthograph~c mews 
have addressed sectional views in any detail It is bel~eved that the volume-based approach 
is better sulted to handle different types of sectlonal views The volume-based approach 
constructs the 3D solld by a boolean comb~natlon of elementary solids. The elementary sollds 
are formed by sweep operation on loops identified in the input views The only adjustment 
to be made for the presence of sectlonal views is ln the identification of loops that would form 
the elemental solids In the algorlthm the conventions of engineering drawlng for sectlonal 
views are used to identify the loops correctly The algonthm IS simple and intuitive in 
nature Results have been obtained for full sections, offset sections and half sections. Future 
work will address other types of sectional mews such as removed and revolved sect~ons and 
broken-out sections 
Further an algorithm IS presented to extend the volume-based approach to  such objects 
which are normally considered as not obtalnable by volume-based approach. The algorlthm 
can construct a spec~fic category of solids by using variatlonal sweep, like reg-lar pyramids 
and cones In variatlonal sweep a face is swept perpendicular to ~ t s  plane and the shape of 
face remans constant but ~ t s  size varles at  a constant rate Results have been achieved for 
shapes llke pyramids and cones and their boolean combination wlth regular sweep objects 
The them concludes with a discussion on outstanding problems in volume-based approach 
and poss~ble approaches for their solution 
